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Lines 1-4: Te igitur. 
 
Because of the importance of unifying this prayer with the sanctus 
and especially with the preface, a prayer of praise and thanksgiving, 
the expression ‘in this spirit of thanksgiving’ is used to convey the 
weight of igitur and to sum up the theme of the preface (cf. Botte-
Mohrmann, L’Ordinaire de la Messe, Paris-Louvain, 1953, p. 75). 
 
Supplices rogamus ac petimus. In many instances Latin words such 
as supplices and pairs of words such as rogamus ac petimus are 
employed for reasons of Latin rhythm and style or rhetoric; they do 
not represent thought content which need be or should be explicitly 
translated in another language. Other examples are placatus (line 
37), digneris (lines 7, 44, 79 etc.), cognita-nota (lines 16-17), donis 
ac datis (line 74). In this case, the force of the Latin rhetoric is 
carried by the expression ‘we come to you ... we ask you’ since the 
word ‘come’ is here intended to embrace the sense of suppliance 
and petition and to set the mood for what follows. 
 
Clementissime. The English spoken style does not have anything 
corresponding to the Latin multiplication of adjectives; in fact the 
effect in English is to weaken rather than to strengthen the sense. In 
this particular instance to translate clementissime directly would 
violate English usage, which rarely attaches an adjective to a 
vocative; the meaning of clementissime is carried into the English 
by the tone of the first two lines. Other adjectives which have been 
similarly treated in this translation are ætemo ... vivo et vero (line 
20), hostiam puram, hostiam sanctam, hostiam immaculatam (line 
76), etc. 

We come to you, Father, 
in this spirit of thanksgiving, 
through Jesus Christ your Son. 
Through him we ask you to accept and bless 

To you, therefore, most merciful 
Father, we make humble prayer and 
petition through Jesus Christ, your Son, 
our Lord:  

that you accept and bless 

Line 5: Hæc dona, hæc munera, hæc sancta sacrificia illibata. 
 
This is a clear example of the multiplication of expressions which do 
not add substantially to the meaning. While it would have been 
sufficient to translate the entire phrase by ‘these gifts’ or ‘these 
offerings’, this translation attempts to round out the expression 
according to correct English style and to refer to the sacrificial 
element explicitly. 

these gifts we offer you in sacrifice. these gifts, these offerings, these holy 
and unblemished sacrifices, 

Line 6: In primis. 
 
The meaning of an expression like in primis, which is not in itself 
substantive, can be adequately conveyed by the emphasis in a 
distinct sentence placed at the beginning of the petitions. This same 
emphasis is employed to reflect the words in primis in the prayer 
Communicantes, line 24. 

We offer them for your holy catholic Church. which we offer you firstly for your holy 
catholic Church.  

Lines 7-8 Watch over it and guide it; 
grant it peace and unity throughout the world. 
 

Be pleased to grant her peace, to guard, 
unite and govern her throughout the 
whole world, 
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Line 9 (and 10): Una cum famulo tuo Papa nostro. 
 
The Latin text of the Roman canon may mean either that we offer 
the gifts in union with the Pope and the bishops, or that we offer the 
gifts for the Pope and the bishops. In such instances a choice has to 
be made by the translators, and the choice made is, in itself, 
certainly sound. 

We offer them for N, our Pope, 
for N. our bishop, 

together with your servant N. our Pope  
and N. our Bishop, 

Line 11 (and 12): Cultoribus. 
 
Research has made it clear that cultoribus refers not to teachers in 
general, but to the bishops. The present translation, however, 
deliberately avoids this question and does not introduce any 
element which is not explicit in the Latin of this line. 

and for all who hold and teach the catholic 
faith 
that comes to us from the apostles. 

and all those who, holding to the truth, 
hand on the catholic and apostolic faith. 

Line 13: Famulorum famularumque. 
 
Because of the restricted meaning of the word ‘servant’ in 
contemporary English, it was necessary to seek an equivalent 
expression used for the members of the church. The expression 
‘your people’ is biblical and also avoids the need to make explicit 
the reference to men and women. Cf. notes on servitutis (line 38), 
and servi (line 70). 

Remember, Lord, your people, 
 

Remember, Lord, your servants  

Line 14: N. et N. 
 
The tradition of the Roman canon allowing for the insertion of 
names of the living at this point (and in line 90) is preserved 
together with the customary pause. In spoken English, the 
expression ‘especially those for whom we now pray’ is necessary to 
particularize the reference to ‘your people’ and to indicate aloud 
what would be evident through punctuation in the written text. 

especially those for whom we now pray: N. 
and N. 

N. and N. 

Lines 14-15: Velquitibi. 
 
The expression pro quibus tibi offerimus, vel is a late addition to the 
original Latin text, to which the name of Alcuin has been attached. 
Since if translated word for word the expression would be confusing 
pastorally, it is generally agreed that the phrase should be omitted. 
(The reference to those for whom, on special occasions, the 
Eucharistic offering is made is adequately reflected in the proper 
hanc igitur for Holy Thursday, Easter, etc.) The present translation, 
however, attempts to include the addition of Alcuin by the change 
from the third person (of the opening reference to the participants) 
to the first person. This makes the prayer Memento, Domine 
consistent in itself and properly leaves the question of the added 
phrase open. 
 
If any objection should be raised to the inclusion of the addition 
of Alcuin merely by means of the change from the third person to 
the first person, it is desirable that the words pro quibtis tibi 
offerimus, vel should be dropped from consideration in future 

Remember all of us gathered here before you. and all gathered here, 
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English translations of the Roman canon. For this reason the 
question should be settled by formal request to the Holy See for the 
omission, as has been done by the French-speaking episcopal 
conferences. 
Lines 16-20 You know how firmly we believe in you 

and dedicate ourselves to you. 
We offer you this sacrifice of praise 
for ourselves and all who are dear to us. 
We pray to you, our living and true God 

whose faith and devotion are known to 
you.  For them, we offer you this sacrifice 
of praise or they offer it for themselves 
and all who are dear to them,  

Line 21: Pro redemptione animarum suarum, pro spe salutis. 
 
Pro redemptione animarum suarum is adequately represented by 
the words ‘our redemption’: to translate animæ as ‘souls’ would be 
incorrect, since the Latin word does not reflect a disjunction 
between body and soul such as might be improperly represented by 
the English word ‘souls’. The words salutis et incolumitatis suæ are 
conveyed in English by ‘well-being’, which is sufficiently broad to 
cover health of body, safety, and welfare. The English word 
‘salvation’ is not the equivalent of the Latin salus as used here, or 
the French salut. 

for our well-being and redemption. for the redemption of their souls, in hope 
of health and well-being, 

  and paying their homage to you, the 
eternal God, living and true. 

Line 22 (and 23): Communicantes. 
 
The word Communicantes has been translated to refer to the 
fullness of the Church, including the communion of saints. The 
expression ‘in communion with’ was avoided because it might be 
popularly misunderstood as referring to Eucharistic communion in 
the limited sense. 

In union with the whole Church 
we honour the memory of the saints. 

In communion with those whose 
memory we venerate 

Line 24: In primus… Jesu Christe. 
 
Because of the desire for an effective and emphatic English 
expression, this phrase has been simplified. The in primis (cf. 
similar usage in line 6) is emphasized by the use of a separate 
sentence at the head of the list of saints. It was agreed that the 
most forceful and clear title of Our Lady would be the simplest, 
namely, the virgin mother; a direct English style seems to demand 
that the proper name of Jesus should follow the preposition 
immediately. At the same time it is important that this appositional 
phrase should not be enlarged out of proportion to the entire 
enumeration of the saints’ names. 

We honour Mary, the virgin mother of Jesus 
Christ our Lord. 
 

especially the glorious ever-Virgin Mary, 
Mother of our God and Lord, Jesus 
Christ,   

Line 25: Sponsus. 
A question had been raised whether sponsus should be translated 
‘spouse’, but it is clear that this word is used at present only in a 
familiar and very colloquial way, or in an artificial and obsolescent 
style referring to Saint Joseph. The word ‘husband’, which is the 
correct translation of sponsus, is employed in all current biblical 
translations. 

We honour Joseph, her husband, 
 

and blessed Joseph, her Spouse,  
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Lines 26-28 the apostles Peter and Paul, 

Andrew, James and John, 
Thomas, James, Philip, 

your blessed Apostles and Martyrs, Peter 
and Paul, Andrew, (James, John, 
Thomas, James, Philip, 

Line 29: Thaddæi. 
 
Thaddeus is ordinarily known as Jude in English. 

Bartholomew, Matthew, Simon and Jude, 
 

Bartholomew, Matthew, Simon and 
Jude: 

Lines 30-32: Lini, Cleti, etc. 
 
It is proposed that, with the consent of the Holy See, the names of 
the saints not mentioned in scripture should be omitted from this 
section and also from the section Nobis quoque peccatoribus. 
In addition to the difficulty in pronouncing a very lengthy list, 
including complicated names, there is the serious pastoral difficulty 
that the saints are not easily recognized by the people and that 
certain of the saints listed are obscure and uncertain historically. 
Rather than choose from among the saints’ names, or limit the list to 
Peter and Paul, for example, the simplest distinction can be made 
on the basis of mention in the bible. If the nonbiblical names are 
omitted, the text should read: ‘the apostles Peter and Paul . . . 
Simon and Jude, the martyrs and all the saints’, so that the 
traditional reference to martyrs who are not apostles would be 
clearly preserved in the Roman canon. 

Linus, Cletus, Clement, Sixtus, 
Cornelius, Cyprian, Lawrence, Chrysogonus, 
John and Paul, Cosmas and Damian, 
 

Linus, Cletus, Clement, Sixtus, Cornelius, 
Cyprian, Lawrence, Chrysogonus, John 
and Paul, Cosmas and Damian)  

Lines 33-35 the martyrs and all the saints. 
May their merits and prayers  
gain us your constant help and protection. 

and all your Saints:  
we ask that through their merits and 
prayers, in all things we may be defended 
by your protecting help.  

Line 36: Per eundem Christum Dominum nostrum. Amen. 
 
It is generally agreed that the unity of the entire Eucharistic prayer-
from the beginning of the preface to the Amen of the doxology-
would be strengthened by the omission of the intermediate 
conclusions and the accompanying Amen, the latter being a late 
addition to the Roman canon. From a pastoral viewpoint, these 
interruptions to the flow of the single Eucharistic prayer would be 
aggravated by the tendency of the people to answer Amen at these 
points, a difficulty which did not arise when the canon was said 
silently. Their omission, with the consent of the Holy See, is also 
proposed in the prayers Hanc igitur (line 36), Supplices (line 89), 
and Memento etiam (line 96). This omission will serve the same 
purpose in the canon as the unification of the collects and other 
prayers according to the instruction of May 4, 1967. 

Through Christ our Lord. Amen. (Through Christ our Lord.  Amen.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


